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a b s t r a c t
We give an extension and correction to a result stated in the first
author’s paper [Cremona, J.E., 2001. Classical invariants and 2-
descent on elliptic curves. J. Symbolic Comput. 31 (1–2), 71–87;
Computational algebra and number theory. Milwaukee, WI, 1996],
concerning the equivalence of binary quartics. In the earlier version
the cases where I = 0 or J = 0 were not fully treated, and neither
were the cases of reducible quartics or thosewhose resolvent cubic
is reducible; these are dealt with here. We also give an alternative
criterion for equivalence.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
In the first author’s paper Cremona (2001), which formed part of the Proceedings of the 1996
Magma conference inMilwaukee, a result was stated concerning the equivalence of binary quartics. A
number of things were wrong with the result as stated there: the definition of equivalence was stated
incorrectly, the proof was incomplete for quartics one of whose invariants I , J vanishes, and also we
did not handle the cases of reducible quartics, or those whose resolvent cubic is reducible. In this note
we correct those shortcomings. We also give an alternative criterion for equivalence.
At the request of the referee we have included a section explaining the connection between binary
quartics and 2-descent on elliptic curves, which was our motivation for studying quartic equivalence.
Throughout the paper, K will denote a field whose characteristic is neither 2 nor 3.
1. Binary quartics, their invariants and covariants
LetBQ denote the space of binary quartic forms with non-zero discriminant;BQ(K)will denote
the set of those forms with coefficients in K . For g(X, Y ) = aX4+ bX3Y + cX2Y 2+ dXY 3+ eY 4 ∈ BQ
we define the usual invariants,
I = 12ae− 3bd+ c2 and J = 72ace+ 9bcd− 27ad2 − 27eb2 − 2c3,
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and the discriminant∆ = 4I3−J2. This is 27 times the usual discriminant of a quartic, butwe keep the
notation of Cremona (2001) here, and the scaling is irrelevant for our present purposes. By definition,
∆ 6= 0 for g ∈ BQ.
We also define the seminvariants p = 3b2 − 8ac , r = b3 + 8a2d − 4abc , and q = 13 (p2 − 16a2I).
These satisfy the syzygy
27r2 = p3 − 48Ia2p− 64Ja3.
The covariants of g(X, Y ) are generated by g itself and the invariants, together with the Hessian
g4(X, Y ) = (3b2 − 8ac)X4 + 4(bc − 6ad)X3Y + 2(2c2 − 24ae− 3bd)X2Y 2
+ 4(cd− 6be)XY 3 + (3d2 − 8ce)Y 4,
and the sextic
g6(X, Y ) = (b3 + 8a2d− 4abc)X6 + 2(16a2e+ 2abd− 4ac2 + b2c)X5Y
+ 5(8abe+ b2d− 4acd)X4Y 2 + 20(b2e− ad2)X3Y 3
− 5(8ade+ bd2 − 4bce)X2Y 4 − 2(16ae2 + 2bde− 4c2e+ cd2)XY 5
− (d3 + 8be2 − 4cde)Y 6.
The syzygy between the seminvariants extends to a syzygy between the covariants:
27g26 = g34 − 48Ig2g4 − 64Jg3.
2. Irrational invariants and covariants
Associated to g ∈ BQ we have the resolvent cubic polynomial
f (X) = X3 − 3IX + J
whose discriminant is 27∆. We let L = K [ϕ] = K [X]/(f (X)) be the associated étale algebra, so that ϕ
is a ‘‘generic’’ root of f ; depending on the factorization of f (X) in K [X], this is either a cubic extension
field of K , or is isomorphic to the direct sumof K and a quadratic field extension, or to the direct sumof
three copies of K . These fields are the images of L under the three distinct K -algebra homomorphisms
L→ K , whose order we fix once and for all, taking ϕ to one of the roots of f in K . The images ofw ∈ L
under thesemapswill be denotedw1,w2,w3; thesewill be referred to as the conjugates ofw. The norm
map NL/K : L→ K is then given by NL/K (w) = w1w2w3. We extend this to a map L[X, Y ] → K [X, Y ].
Denote by L∗ the unit group of the algebra L; this consists of those elements whose norm is non-zero.
Define
G(X, Y ) = 1
3
(4ϕg(X, Y )+ g4(X, Y )) ∈ L[X, Y ].
This is an ‘‘irrational’’ covariant of g . The covariant syzygy may now be expressed as NL/K (G) = g26 . It
follows that with at most 6 exceptions, for (x : y) ∈ P1(K) the value G(x, y) is an element of L∗, whose
norm lies in K ∗2. For this reason we will assume throughout the paper that K is not the field with 5
elements.
Lemma 1. We have the identity
G(X1, Y1)G(X2, Y2) = F(X1, Y1, X2, Y2)2
where F ∈ L[X1, Y1, X2, Y2] is given by
9F(X1, Y1, X2, Y2) = (12aϕ − 24ac + 9b2)X21X22 + (6bϕ − 36ad+ 6bc)X1X2(X1Y2 + Y1X2)
+ (−2ϕ2 + 2cϕ − 9bd+ 4c2)(X21Y 22 + Y 21 X22 )
+ (4ϕ2 + 8cϕ − 144ae+ 4c2)X1Y1X2Y2
+ (6dϕ − 36be+ 6cd)Y1Y2(X1Y2 + Y1X2)+ (12eϕ − 24ce+ 9d2)Y 21 Y 22 .
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Proof. This is an identity which may be checked using computer algebra; we will not need to use
the explicit form of F , only that it exists with coefficients in L. Note that F(X, Y , X, Y ) = G(X, Y ) and
NL/K F(X1, Y1, X2, Y2) = g6(X1, Y1)g6(X2, Y2). 
Remark. To see where the identity comes from, note that (over K ) G is a constant times the square of
a quadratic (in fact, the condition that a linear combination of g and g4 be the square of a quadratic is
satisfied by precisely three elements of the pencil of quartics spanned by g and g4; this may be used to
motivate and define the resolvent cubic). Specifically, we canwrite G(1, 0)G(X, Y ) = H(X, Y )2 where
H = 112GXX + 29 (I−ϕ2)Y 2 and GXX is the second derivative of G(X, Y )with respect to X . Provided that
G(1, 0) 6= 0, this identity is already sufficient to prove Proposition 2 below; to treat the general case
we computed F generically, thereby obtaining the identity of Lemma 1.
The quantity G(1, 0) = 13 (4aϕ + p) ∈ Lwas denoted z in Cremona (2001); here we will define an
irrational invariant z(g) slightly differently, as an element of L∗/L∗2.
Proposition 2. The value of G(x, y) ∈ L∗/L∗2 is independent of (x, y) ∈ K × K (provided that G(x, y) is
a unit).
Proof. This is immediate from the identity in Lemma 1. 
Hence we may define the cubic invariant z(g) for g ∈ BQ by
z(g) = G(x, y) ∈ L∗/L∗2 for any choice of (x, y) such that G(x, y) is a unit.
If r = g6(1, 0) 6= 0 then we may take z(g) = G(1, 0) = 13 (4aϕ + p), as in Cremona (2001).
Alternatively if r∗ = g6(0, 1) 6= 0 then we may take z(g) = G(0, 1) = 13 (4eϕ + p∗) where
p∗ = g4(0, 1). In all cases we have
NL/K (z(g)) = NL/K (G(x, y)) = g6(x, y)2 ∈ K ∗2,
and see that (for x, y ∈ K ) G(x, y) ∈ L∗ if and only if g6(x, y) 6= 0.
Lemma 3. If g ∈ BQ(K) has a linear factor in K [X, Y ], then z(g) = 1.
Proof. Suppose that g(x, y) = 0 with x, y ∈ K not both zero. Then g4(x, y) 6= 0 and g6(x, y) 6= 0,
since the resultants of g with g4 and g6 are∆2/32 and∆3/39, hence non-zero; the syzygy then gives
G(x, y) = 13g4(x, y) = (3g6(x, y)/g4(x, y))2. 
Remarks. In Cremona (2001) we called z = 13 (4aϕ + p) an ‘‘irrational seminvariant’’ of g , viewing it
as an element of (the field) L rather than L∗/L∗2. We were then assuming that both the quartic and the
resolvent cubic were irreducible, so it was not necessary to consider the case r = 0.Wewill see below
that z(g), as an element of L∗/L∗2, is a genuine invariant (see below for precise definitions), so wemay
call it an ‘‘irrational invariant’’, keeping the term ‘‘invariant’’ for the classical ‘‘rational invariants’’ I
and J .
In order to avoid having to omit values of G(x, y) coming from roots of g6, we may proceed as
follows. If g(x, y) = 0 then g6(x, y) 6= 0 (and z(g) = 1 anyway by Lemma 3). Otherwise, the three
conjugates ofG(x, y) are distinct, so atmost one can be zero; in that casewe replace the zero conjugate
by the product of the other two, which gives us a new element of L which lies in L∗ and whose norm
is in K ∗2.
We will later give conditions, in terms of z(g), under which two quartics with the same invariants
are ‘‘equivalent’’. This requires us to define equivalence more precisely than in Cremona (2001).
3. Group actions, equivalence and proper equivalence
The group GL2 acts on binary forms via linear substitution:(
X Y
) 7→ (X Y)M = (αX + γ Y βX + δY) ,
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whereM =
(
α β
γ δ
)
; that is,M maps
g(X, Y ) 7→ gM(X, Y ) = g(αX + γ Y , βX + δY ).
We also need the following action of GL1: λ ∈ GL1 maps
g(X, Y ) 7→ λ2g(X, Y ).
Combining the two actions, the group GL2×GL1 acts onBQ as follows: the pair (M, λ)withM ∈ GL2
and λ ∈ GL1 maps
g(X, Y ) 7→ g ′(X, Y ) = λ2gM(X, Y ) = λ2g(αX + γ Y , βX + δY ).
We will say that two quartics g1 and g2 are equivalent1 if there exists (M, λ) mapping g1 to g2,
and properly equivalent if there exists such (M, λ) with µ := det(M)λ = ±1. (Note that (M, λ) and
(M,−λ) have the same action, so the sign of µ is immaterial.)
We have
I(g ′) = µ4I(g);
J(g ′) = µ6J(g);
∆(g ′) = µ12∆(g).
Also, the quartic and sextic covariants of g ′ are easily seen to be
det(M)2λ4gM4 = λ2µ2gM4 and det(M)3λ6gM6 = λ3µ3gM6
respectively. In particular, we see that the operation of taking the Hessian commutes with proper
equivalence, and that the invariants I , J and∆ are unchanged under a proper equivalence.
We record these facts in the following lemmas.
Lemma 4. (1) Properly equivalent quartics have the same invariants.
(2) Equivalent quartics with the same invariants I, J such that IJ 6= 0 are properly equivalent.
Lemma 5. A proper equivalence (M, λ), which sends g to λ2gM , sends the Hessian covariant g4 to λ2gM4 ,
and hence the irrational covariant G to λ2GM .
4. A criterion for equivalence in terms of the cubic invariant z(g)
From the previous section, we already see that the cubic invariant z(g) is indeed invariant under
proper equivalence; note that since properly equivalent quartics have the same invariants they also
have the same associated cubic algebra L, so it makes sense to compare their z-invariants. The
following proposition replaces one direction of Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.2(2)).
Proposition 6. Suppose that the two quartics g and g ′ are properly equivalent. Then z(g) = z(g ′) in
L∗/L∗2.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2 and Lemma 5. 
We can, with a little care, extend the preceding result to non-proper equivalence via (M, λ) with
µ = det(M)λ 6= 1. It suffices to consider the case where M is the identity matrix, so that g ′ = λ2g .
Now the cubic algebras L = K [ϕ], L′ = K [ϕ′] are isomorphic via the identification ϕ′ = λ2ϕ. With
this identification, z(g ′) = λ4z(g) = z(g).
We saw earlier that quartics with a linear factor have z(g) = 1. We next see that all quartics with
the same invariants and which have a linear factor are properly equivalent to each other.
1 The reason for considering equivalence by GL2 × GL1 and not just GL2 is that we are motivated by the application to 2-
descent on elliptic curves. Each quartic g defines a curve of genus one with equation Y 2 = g(X, Z), which is a 2-cover of its
Jacobian, the elliptic curve Y 2 = X3 − 27IX − 27J . Two quartics give isomorphic 2-coverings if and only if they are properly
equivalent in the sense defined here.
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Proposition 7. Let g be a quarticwith invariants I, J which has a linear factor in K [X, Y ]. Then g is properly
equivalent to
1
27
Y (27X3 − 9IXY 2 − JY 3) = − 1
27
Y 4F
(−3X
Y
)
.
Hence any two quartics with the same invariants and which both have linear factors are properly
equivalent.
Proof. Use a suitable M ∈ GL2(K) to take the linear factor to Y , so that a = 0 and b 6= 0. Replace X
by X − (c/3b)Y to make c = 0, and then transform withM =
(
1 0
0 b
)
and λ = 1/b to make b = 1.
Now g has the form Y (X3 + dXY 2 + eY 3)where I = −3d and J = −27e. 
In fact, the class of trivial quartics is characterized by the triviality of the z-invariant in L∗/L∗2. This
was essentially the statement of Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.2(1)), where the proof given was valid
only in the irreducible case.
Proposition 8. z(g) = 1 in L∗/L∗2 if and only if g has a linear factor in K [X, Y ].
Proof. One direction is Lemma 3.
For the converse, we may assume (after a suitable proper transformation) that r 6= 0, so z(g) =
G(1, 0), with characteristic polynomial h(Z) = Z3− pZ2+ qZ − r2. Suppose that z = z21 where z1 ∈ L
has characteristic polynomial h1(Z) = Z3 + uZ2 + vZ + r (replacing z1 by −z1 if necessary). Then
h(Z2) = −h1(Z)h1(−Z); comparing coefficients and a little algebra then shows that−(u+ b)/(4a) is
a root of g . (This is essentially the same argument as used in Cremona (2001)). 
The next two lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 11 below.
Lemma 9. Let g1, g2 ∈ BQ(K) have the same invariants I, J . Denote their seminvariants by a1, p1, r1 and
a2, p2, r2 respectively, and suppose that r1, r2 6= 0. If z(g1) = z(g2) then the quartic
g˜(X) = X4 − 2s1X2 − 216r21 r2X + s21 − 36r21 s2
has a root in K , where
s1 = p21p2 − 16a1(a1p2 + 2a2p1)I − 64a21a2J,
s2 = p1p22 − 16a2(a2p1 + 2a1p2)I − 64a1a22J.
Moreover if g = p1g2 − a1h2 has coefficients a, b, c, d, e, where h2 is the Hessian covariant of g2, and
a 6= 0, then
g˜(X) = 1
a
g(X + b,−4a).
Proof. The first part is a variant of Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.3).
We put zi = (4aiϕ+pi)/3 for i = 1, 2. Then h(X) = NL/K (X − z−11 z2) = X3−pX2+ qX − r2 where
p = s1/(3r1)2, q = s2/(3r1)2, r = r2/r1.
Since z(g1) = z(g2), there exists w ∈ L∗ with w2 = z−11 z2 and NL/K (w) = r (replacing w by −w
if necessary). We put h0(X) = NL/K (X − w) = X3 − uX2 + vX − r . Then comparing coefficients in
h(X2) = −h0(X)h0(−X) gives
(u2 − p)2 − 8ru− 4q = 0, i.e., g˜(3r1u) = 0.
The required root of g˜ is therefore 3r1u.
The second part follows by computer algebra. 
Lemma 10. Let g1, g2 ∈ BQ(K) have the same invariants I, J . With notation as in Lemma 9, suppose that
r1 6= 0 and that g = p1g2 − a1h2 has a linear factor over K . Then g1 and g2 are properly equivalent.
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Proof. Applying a suitable proper equivalence to g2 we may assume that g(1, 0) = 0, so that p1a2 =
a1p2. Now a1 = 0 implies p1 6= 0 (by non-singularity) and hence a2 = 0, in which case both g1
and g2 are trivial, hence equivalent. Otherwise a1 6= 0 and a2 6= 0. Set t = a2/a1 = p2/p1; then the
seminvariant syzygy gives r22 = t3r21 . Since r1 6= 0, it follows that t is a (non-zero) square; then after a
proper diagonal transformation we may assume that t = 1, a2 = a1, p2 = p1, r2 = r1. Finally, a shift
makes b2 = b1, from which the equality of invariants forces g2 = g1. 
We now state our main result, completing Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.2(2)).
Theorem 11. Let g1 and g2 be quartics with the same invariants. Then z(g1) = z(g2) if and only if g1
and g2 are properly equivalent.
Proof. One direction is Proposition 6 above.
For the converse, suppose that z(g1) = z(g2) where I(g1) = I(g2) and J(g1) = J(g2). We already
know the result when z(g1) = z(g2) = 1, so we may assume that neither quartic has a linear factor;
in particular, their leading coefficients are non-zero. Also by applying a suitable proper equivalence
to each quartic, we may assume that r1, r2 6= 0. Now Lemma 9 implies that p1g2 − a1h2 has a linear
factor over K , from which the proper equivalence of g1 and g2 follows by Lemma 10. 
The above proof is rather different from the one given in Cremona (2001); for completenesswe also
give a correction to the original proof, which was incomplete in the case that either I = 0 or J = 0.
Proof (Alternative Proof of the Converse). As beforewemay assume that the leading coefficients a1, a2,
r1, r2 of both g1 and g2 and their sextic covariants are non-zero. Then z(g1) and z(g2) are represented by
z = (4a1ϕ+ p1)/3 and z∗ = (4a2ϕ+ p2)/3. Our hypothesis is that z = w2z∗ for somew in L = K [ϕ].
The proof of Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.2) carries over to show that there existsM ∈ GL2(K) taking
the roots of g1 to those of g2.
Hence, after replacing g2 by its properly equivalent image under (M, det(M)−1), we may assume
that g1 and g2 have the same roots, so that g2 = mg1 for somem ∈ K ∗.
Comparing the I and J invariants we see that if I 6= 0 then m2 = 1 and if J 6= 0 then m3 = 1. So
when IJ 6= 0 we have m = 1 and the proof is then complete. We now consider the cases I = 0 and
J = 0 separately.
Suppose that I = 0.
Then we only know that m3 = 1, and so m could be a primitive cube root of unity (provided that
these lie in K ). Suppose then that ζ is a primitive cube root of unity; wewill show that if z(g) = z(ζg)
then g and ζg are properly equivalent. In fact, in this case g has a linear factor over K , fromwhich the
proper equivalence of g and ζg follows from Proposition 7.
Since I = 0 we have ϕ3 = −J , and the conjugates of ϕ are ϕ1, ϕ2 = ζϕ1 and ϕ3 = ζ 2ϕ1, so the
conjugates of z = (4aϕ+ p)/3 are z1 = (4aϕ1+ p)/3, z2 = (4aζϕ1+ p)/3 and z3 = (4aζ 2ϕ1+ p)/3.
The product of these is in K ∗2.
Now z(ζg) = (4ζaϕ + ζ 2p)/3 = ζ 2(4aζ 2ϕ + p)/3, so the conjugates of z(ζg) are ζ 2z3, ζ 2z1,
ζ 2z2 (in that order). Since z(g) = z(ζg), it follows that z(g) is a square, so g has a linear factor by
Proposition 8.
Suppose that J = 0.
Then we only know that m2 = 1, and so possibly m = −1. Suppose then that g is a quartic
with J = 0 such that z(g) = z(−g). We will show that g and−g are properly equivalent.
If a = 0 then we are done by Proposition 7 since both g and −g have a linear factor, namely Y .
Multiplying g by a constant we may assume that a = 1. After a proper equivalence we may assume
that p 6= 0. After a substitution of the form X 7→ X + αY we may suppose that b = 3r/p, so that
bc = 6d. Write b = 4β and c = 6γ . Then p = 48(β2 − γ ) and J = 432(β2 − γ )(γ 2 − e); but J = 0
and p 6= 0, so we have e = γ 2 and the coefficients of g are (1, 4β, 6γ , 4βγ , γ 2).
The condition that z(g) = z(−g) now implies that at least one of−γ , β2− γ is in K ∗2. If γ = −u2
with u ∈ K then the identity
g(uX + γ Y , X + uY ) = −4u4g(X, Y )
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shows that g and−g are properly equivalent. If γ = β2 − u2 for some u ∈ K then the identity
g((β + u)X + γ Y ,−X − (β + u)Y ) = −4u2(β + u)2g(X, Y )
again shows that g and−g are properly equivalent. 
5. A new criterion for equivalence of quartics
In Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.3), we gave a simple and practical criterion for two quartics with
the same invariants to be equivalent, in terms of a third quartic having a root (all over the same fieldK ).
However, the criterion stated in Cremona (2001) is incorrect when the cubic resolvent is reducible.
For example, let g1(X) = 2X4 − 8X2 − 8X + 22 and g2(X) = 3X4 + 22X2 − 16X + 3, both in Q[X]
with I = 592 and J = −27 776. The algebra L is isomorphic to the direct sum of Q and Q(√33). The
criterion in Cremona (2001, Proposition 3.3) incorrectly predicts that g1 and g2 are equivalent, since
the auxiliary quartic defined there does have a root. In fact, for this example, z = z(g1)z(g2)/322 has
characteristic polynomial h(Z) = (Z −9)(Z −3)2 and h(Z2) does factorize as h(Z2) = −h1(Z)h1(−Z)
with h1(Z) = (Z − 3)(Z2 − 3), but z is not a square in L since its conjugates are 9, 3, 3 and 3 is not a
square in Q(
√
33).
Here we describe a new criterion for the proper equivalence of two quartics, essentially coming
from Lemma 10 above, again saying that two quartics with the same invariants are equivalent if a
third quartic has a linear factor over K .
Let g1 and g2 be two binary quartics, with Hessian covariants h1 and h2 respectively. Define
F = Fg1,g2 ∈ K [X1, Y1, X2, Y2] by
F(X1, Y1, X2, Y2) = g1(X1, Y1)h2(X2, Y2)− g2(X2, Y2)h1(X1, Y1).
Then F is bi-homogeneous of bi-degree (4, 4) in the pairs of variables X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 respectively.
The group GL2 × GL1 acts on such forms in two ways, via linear substitution in either set of
variables. For example, if we replace g1 by its image under the proper transformation (M, λ) (with
λ = det(M)−1) then g1 is replaced by det(M)−2gM1 and h1 by det(M)−2hM1 , so F is transformed to
det(M)−2F(X ′1, Y
′
1, X2, Y2)where
(
X ′1 Y
′
1
) = (X1 Y1)M .
We will be considering bi-linear factors in K [X1, Y1, X2, Y2] of bi-homogeneous forms; by this we
mean bi-homogeneous factors of bi-degree (1, 1), of the form
αX1X2 + βX1Y2 + γ Y1X2 + δY1Y2 =
(
X1 Y1
)
A
(
X2
Y2
)
where A =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ GL2(K).
Our result is as follows.
Theorem 12. Let g1 and g2 be quartics with the same invariants. Then g1 and g2 are properly equivalent if
and only if Fg1,g2 has a K-rational bi-linear factor.Moreover, if this factor has associatedmatrix A ∈ GL2(K),
then g2 is the transform of g1 via the proper equivalence (M, det(M)−1) where M = AT
(
0 1
−1 0
)
.
Proof. First we observe that in the case g1 = g2 we have Fg1,g1 = g1(X1, Y1)h1(X2, Y2) −
g1(X2, Y2)h1(X1, Y1)which has the bi-linear factor X1Y2 − Y1X2.
Next, replace the second g1 by the properly equivalent g2 = det(M)−2gM1 whereM ∈ GL2(K); then
Fg1,g2 = det(M)−2Fg1,g1(X1, Y1, X ′2, Y ′2)where
(
X ′2 Y
′
2
) = (X2 Y2)M . This has the bi-linear factor
X1Y ′2 − Y1X ′2 =
(
X1 Y1
) ( 0 1
−1 0
)(
X ′2
Y ′2
)
= (X1 Y1) A(X2Y2
)
where A =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
MT.
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So far we have established that if g2 is properly equivalent to g1 then Fg1,g2 has a bi-linear factor,
from which we can recover the equivalence as in the statement of the theorem.
Conversely, if Fg1,g2 has a bi-linear factor, we may again assume that r1 6= 0; then specialising
(X1, Y1) = (1, 0) reduces to the situation in Lemma 10, and hence g1 and g2 are properly
equivalent. 
Remarks. 1. Over K we see that there are always exactly four proper equivalences between any two
quartics with the same invariants, coming from the four bi-linear factors of Fg1,g2 . In particular there
are always exactly three non-trivial proper equivalences from a quartic g to itself; these are defined
over the resolvent cubic extension L. They permute the roots while leaving the cross-ratio invariant.
In terms of the genus one curve with equation Z2 = g(X, Y ), these self-equivalences come from the
addition of 2-torsion points on the Jacobian, which are defined over L.
2. In practice wemay simplify the test for equivalence given by Theorem 12 by specialisation, as in
Lemma10: it is easier to check that a binary quartic has a root than toworkwith bi-quartics. To test for
a bi-linear factor of F(X1, Y1, X2, Y2), it is enough to do so after specialising X1, Y1 to values x1, y1 ∈ K ,
provided that the specialised polynomial (which is a homogeneous quartic in X2, Y2) has distinct
factors; this is the case provided that g6(x1, y1) 6= 0. Hence, unless r1 = 0, we may specialise
to (x1, y1) = (1, 0), in which case our test for equivalence is simply whether a1h2 − p1g2 has a
linear factor as in Lemma 10. In case r1 = 0, we merely have to apply a suitable preliminary proper
transformation to g1 to bring us to the case r1 6= 0.
6. Relation to the theory of 2-descent on elliptic curves
Let E/K be an elliptic curve with Weierstrass equation
y2 = x3 − 27Ix− 27J.
(Since char(K) 6= 2, 3, every elliptic curve defined over K has a model of this form.) As before, we
let L = K [ϕ] where ϕ is a root of f (X) = X3 − 3IX + J . The 2-torsion points of E are the points
(x, y) = (−3ϕi, 0) for i = 1, 2, 3. We write H for the subgroup of L∗/(L∗)2 consisting of elements
of square norm, and S for the set of proper K -equivalence classes of binary quartics with invariants I
and J .
Consider the following three maps:
• The Cassels map is a group homomorphism δ : E(K)/2E(K)→ H given for P ∈ E(K) \ E[2] by
P = (ξ , η) 7→ ξ + 3ϕ;
the case where P is a non-trivial 2-torsion point is treated exactly as in the remarks at the end of
Section 2, i.e. by replacing the zero conjugate by the product of the other two.
• There is a map q : E(K)/2E(K)→ S given by
P = (ξ , η) 7→ g
where
g(X, Y ) = X4 − 16ξX2Y 2 − 127ηXY 3 + 1432 (−ξ 2 + 36I)Y 4;
the identity 0 ∈ E(K) is sent to the class in S consisting of quartics with a K -rational linear factor.
• There is a map z : S → H given by g 7→ z(g) where z(g) is the cubic invariant introduced in
Section 2.
Theorem 13. (1) Each of the above three maps is well-defined and injective. Moreover δ = z ◦ q.
(2) The image of q consists of those classes in S that are represented by K-soluble quartics. (We say that
a quartic g(X, Y ) is K-soluble if the smooth projective curve with affine equation y2 = g(x, 1) has a
K-rational point.)
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(3) The image of z consists of those classes in H that may be represented by an element of L that is linear
in ϕ.
Proof. (1) The properties of the Cassels map are established in Cassels (1991, Section 15). The map z
is well-defined and injective by Theorem 11. The cubic invariant of g = q(P) is
z(g) = 1
3
(4ϕg(1, 0)+ g4(1, 0)) =
(
2
3
)2
(ξ + 3ϕ).
This proves the compatibility of the maps. It follows that q is also well-defined and injective.
(2) The leading coefficient of g = q(P) is a square, so q(P) is clearly soluble. Conversely if g(X, Y )
is soluble, but does not have a K -rational root, then by a proper equivalence we may assume it has
leading coefficient a = 1. A substitution of the form X ← X + λY reduces us to the case b = 0. We
put ξ = −6c and η = −27d. Then by the formulae defining I and J we have e = (−ξ 2 + 36I)/432
and η2 = ξ 3 − 27Iξ − 27J . Hence qmaps (ξ , η) ∈ E(K) to g .
(3) It is clear from the definition of z(g) that it is represented by an element linear in ϕ. Conversely,
suppose that z = u + vϕ and NL/K (z) = r2 for some u, v, r ∈ K . If v = 0 then the norm condition
forces z to be a square, in which case we take g with a K -rational linear factor. Otherwise, following
Simon (2002, Section 1.4) we put
g(X, Y ) = 1
12v
(X4 − 6uX2Y 2 + 8rXY 3 + (12Iv2 − 3u2)Y 4).
It is routine to check that g has invariants I and J , while
z(g) = 1
3
(4ϕg(1, 0)+ g4(1, 0)) = 19v2 (u+ vϕ). 
Remarks. 1. There is a natural identification of H with the Galois cohomology group H1(K , E[2]); see
Cremona (2001) or Schaefer (1995).With this identification the Casselsmap δ becomes the connecting
map of Galois cohomology.
2. Wemay identify S as a subset ofH . In general it is not a subgroup; see Cremona (2001, Section 5)
for an example in the case K = Q where S is not closed under multiplication. In the terminology of
Cremona et al. (2008), O’Neil (2002), S is called the kernel of the obstructionmap. (As noted there, the
obstruction map is quadratic, and so its kernel need not be a subgroup.)
3. Let g(X, Y ) be a binary quartic with invariants I and J . Let C be the smooth projective curve with
affine equation y2 = g(x, 1). The 2-covering map pi : C → E (see An et al. (2001) or Cremona (2001))
is given by
(x, y) 7→
(
3g4(x, 1)
4y2
,
27g6(x, 1)
8y3
)
.
If Q = (x, y) ∈ C(K)with pi(Q ) = P = (ξ , η) then δ(P) = z(g), since
ξ + 3ϕ = 3g4(x, 1)
4y2
+ 3ϕ = 3
4y2
(4ϕg(x, 1)+ g4(x, 1)).
This gives another proof of Theorem 13(2).
Each binary quartic with invariants I and J determines a 2-covering (C, pi) of E as above. It may
be checked that properly equivalent binary quartics give rise to isomorphic 2-coverings. There is
also a standard identification of H1(K , E[2]), and hence of H , with the set of 2-coverings of E up to
isomorphism. Combining these two constructions gives a map S → H . There is some interest in
checking this map agrees with that defined by the cubic invariant, which we now do.
According to Cremona et al. (2008, Lemma 3.10) the image of the 2-covering (C, pi) in H is given
by det(M)/ det(ME) where M ∈ GL2(L) describes the action of E[2] on C, and ME performs the same
role for the trivial 2-covering. We now compute these matrices and check that the ratio of their
determinants agrees with the cubic invariant.
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Let B = B(u, v) be the symmetric bilinear form on K 3 uniquely determined by
F(X1, Y1, X2, Y2) = B(X21 , 2X1Y1, Y 21 ; X22 , 2X2Y2, Y 22 )
where F is as given in the statement of Lemma 1. Let R = R(u) be the cubic form uniquely determined
by
g(X1, Y1)g4(X2, Y2)− g(X2, Y2)g4(X1, Y1) = −3(X1Y2 − Y1X2)R(X1X2, X1Y2 + X2Y1, Y1Y2). (1)
By computer algebra we are able to verify that B(u, u) is a rank 1 quadratic form, and that
NL/K (B(u, v)) = R(u)R(v) (2)
for all u, v ∈ K 3. (This reduces in the special case u = v = (X2, 2XY , Y 2) to the identity
NL/K (G(X, Y )) = g6(X, Y )2 already encountered in Section 2.) It follows that z(g) = B(u, u) for any
vector u ∈ K 3 with R(u) 6= 0. We now fix such a u and put αi = B(ei, u)where e1, e2, e3 ∈ K 3 are the
standard basis vectors. By (1) and (2), the latter with v = (X1X2, X1Y2 + X2Y1, Y1Y2), we deduce
R(u)
(
g(X1, Y1)g4(X2, Y2)− g(X2, Y2)g4(X1, Y1)
)
= −3(X1Y2 − Y1X2)NL/K
((
X1 Y1
) (α1 α2
α2 α3
)(
X2
Y2
))
.
Hence by Theorem 12 the action of E[2] on C is given by
M =
(−α2 α1
−α3 α2
)
.
Using the fact that B has rank 1 we compute
det(M) = B(e1, u)B(e3, u)− B(e2, u)2
= (B(e1, e3)− B(e2, e2))B(u, u)
= −f ′(ϕ)z(g).
The (non-zero) factor−f ′(ϕ) cancels when we take the ratio det(M)/ det(ME).
Final remarks
Although the results in Cremona (2001) are not all stated correctly, users of the program mwrank
Cremona (1990–2006) need not worry about the effect of this on the program’s correctness, since the
test for quartic equivalence is only carried out there in the casewhere the resolvent cubic is irreducible
(or, in terms of 2-descent on elliptic curves, when the curve has no rational 2-torsion).
A similar study of equivalence of ternary cubics, related to 3-descent on elliptic curves, can be
found in Fisher (2006).
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